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An abstract characterization of some constructions relating to ordered and complete 
algebras is given. In particular the completion of a poset and the initial objects of semi- 
varieties of (complete) ordered algebras are studied. The quotient construction allows a 
reconciliation of the equational and synthetic (order-theoretic) approaches to abstract 
data types. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Nany are of the opinion that ordered structures are central to the theory of data types 
and to the mathematical semantics of programs and programming languages. The 
development of such theories, though, has been hampered so far by intricate technical 
problems. Manipulating ordered structures and especially complete structures is not as 
easy as manipulating sets. A number of problems arose which had to be either ignored or 
treated with a heavy symbolism and subtle techniques that were sophisticated and 
impractical enough to render any use of ordered structures hazardous. The purpose of 
this paper is to show that the language of universal characterizations enables a trivial or 
semitrivial proof of most of the technical results which are needed for a theory of ordered 
structures, thus paving the way for meaningful applications to computer science. Many 
of the results proven here are new and quite surprising by their generality. 
‘The results do not depend on any specific definition of completeness and continuity 
(such definitions tend to vary from author to author), but hold for any notions which 
satisfy some liberal conditions. The three main problems which are considered are the 
completion of posets, the existence of quotients among (complete) ordered algebras and 
the existence of initial objects in varieties of such algebras. The quotient construction 
may be used to study the equivalence relation generated among schemas by families of 
interpretations; it may also be used to define ordered data types by a set of equations or 
inequations. 
The dominant feature of this paper is its global (categorical, universal) approach which 
enables a treatment free of unnecessary surgery inside the objects considered and which 
can make good use of powerful results already proved by others (for a local approach of 
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the different notions of completeness and continuity see [35]). The approach developed 
here owes much to the insight of Wand [33], to the work of Arbib and Manes (in particular 
[2, 31) and to [4, 221. T wo recent notes [28, 291 by Meseguer present a similar, though 
different, approach to the same problems. 
In Section 2 the relation of this paper with other works is discussed. Section 3 is 
devoted to explaining notations, terminology and the properties of the base categories 
that will be considered: the category of partial orders and monotone functions and the 
category of complete partial orders and continuous functions. Section 4 studies the relation 
between the above two categories. Section 5 deals with categories of algebras (magmas, 
in the terminology of Nivat) on the categories mentioned above. Section 6 generalizes the 
notions of families of representations, C-universal and C-Herbrand representations 
defined by Courcelle and Nivat [ 10, 1 l] on an idea of Guessarian [17] and proves the 
existence of a quotient contruction for complete partial orders and continuous algebras. 
It concludes by showing that any semi-variety of (complete) ordered algebras has an 
initial object. Section 7 studies the category of partial orders and monotone functions. 
Section 8 comes back to the category of complete partial orders and continuous functions 
and defines the notion of an algebraic family of representations. Section 9 introduces 
the notion of conjugate functors and expands on Section 8. The last section studies the 
question of effectiveness for the initial objects of semi-varieties. 
2. BACKGROUND 
This research owes to three different streams of research. Technically it owes much to 
210, 111. Indeed it originated as an effort to understand the techniques used in [IO] by 
generalizing them and casting them in a more categorical language. Though the present 
fiaper does make clearer the techniques of [IO] it does not provide ready to use methods 
for dealing with the problems that are of interest to Courcelle and Nivat (equivalence 
of schemas under restricted classes of interpretations). The applications of the paper 
lie more in the theory of data types. The pioneers McCarthy [27] and Burstall [7, 81 
provided informal definitions of the data types often found in algorithms and proved 
(informally) the correctness of certain programs manipulating those data types by using 
equations and induction rules. Later Guttag [18] proposed that data types be formally 
defined by a set of equations and the AD J group [13, 141, by introducing the notion 
of initiality, showed how a set of equations could define a unique structure (up-to- 
isomorphism) and how one could prove things about this structure. The equational 
approach was pursued only for unordered structures and, though the AD J group perceived 
well the importance of ordered structures [I 51, it could not propose a quotient construction 
for those that would enable the interpretation of equations. A different, synthetic and not 
equational, approach to data types was proposed by Lehmann and Smyth [21], which 
dealt with ordered structures. The present paper essentially reconciles [14] and [22] by 
showing how to add order to [14] and equations to [22], but it should not be construed 
as advocating the use of equations to define data types or any methodology; it merely 
hopes to clean up the table for a serious discussion. This work owes much to [6,25,26,34]. 
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3. TERMINOLOGY, NOTATIONS, AND BASE CATEGORIES 
All terms which are not defined in the paper should be understood as in Herrlich and 
Strecker [20]. The terms “morphism” and “arrow” will be used interchangeably. If V 
is a category and T: 9? --f %? is a functor, a T-algebra is a morphism of V of the type j: 
TA - A. If j: TA - A and g: TB -+ B are T-algebras a morphism (of T-algebras) 
ol: j --f g is a morphism of %, cy: A -+ B such that 01 o j = g 0 Tel. 
L 
A- TA 
a Ta 
The category T-aZg is the category of T-algebras and morphisms of T-algebras. The 
first ones to note that such a sweeping generalization of the notion proposed by MacLane 
[24] could be of interest seem to have been (independently) Barr [5] and Linton 1231. 
This idea was used by Arbib and Manes in [3] and a recent paper of Adamek [l] presents 
some new results. 
EXAMPLE I. Let V,,: Set + Set be the functor defined by V,,(S) = 1 -I- s x s and 
v,(f) = I,-kfx j, h w ere I is a singleton set, + is the disjoint union (the categorical 
coproduct) and x is the Cartesian product (the categorical product). A V,-algebra is 
then equipped with one constant and one binary operation. The category of I’,-algebras 
is the category of those algebras and homomorphisms. Clearly to any “type” corresponds 
such a polynomial functor, and our definitions of algebras and morphisms encompass 
the algebras and homomorphisms of universal algebra. 
Our main interest lies in algebras over the category of partial orders and monotone 
(order-preserving) functions (thereafter POS) and the category of complete partial orders 
and continuous functions (thereafter CPos). What is eaxtly meant by complete and 
continuous is of no consequence as long as the properties asserted in Theorem I are 
verified. One may easily check that the notions of w-completeness (every ascending 
sequence has a least upper bound) and w-continuity (preservation of all l.u.b.‘s of 
ascending sequences) on one hand and the notions of directed completeness (every 
directed subset has a 1.u.b.) and directed continuity (preservation of all l.u.b.‘s of directed 
subsets) on the other hand verify those properties. One cannot, though, take together 
compatible-completeness (every non-empty subset S such that every finite subset of S 
has an upper bound has a 1.u.b.) and directed continuity: the resulting category does 
not have equalizers. I am indebted to J. Thatcher for that remark. A long list of interesting 
notions of completeness and continuity may be found in [35]. 
The objects of Pos or CPos are not required to have a least element (1). Let Pas* be 
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the category of partial orders with a least element and monotone, bottom-preserving 
functions and let CPos* be the category of complete partial orders with a least element 
and continuous, bottom-preserving functions. In the sequel B will denote any of Pas, 
CPos, Pas* or CPos*. The properties of those categories are summarized in Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 1. B is complete, well powered, co-complete, co-well powered and has a 
separator and a co-separator. The embedding functor E: CPos - Pos (resp. CPos* + Pas*) 
preserves limits. 
Proof. One easily checks that B is complete and well powered and that the embedding 
functor preserves limits. The chain of two elements is a separator (what we call separator 
is what [24] calls a generator) and a co-separator in all cases. That B is co-complete and 
co-well powered then follows from Theorem 23.14 of [20]. 1 
In all four categories considered above the product is the Cartesian product. In Pos 
and CPos the coproduct is the disjoint union; in PO? and CPos* it is the coalesced union 
(the bottoms are identified). 
EXAMPLE 2. Let V: CPos* -+ CPos* be defined by: V(a) = 2 + a x a and V(f) = 
1, + f x f, where 2 is the chain of two elements, + is the categorical coproduct (co- 
alesced sum) and x is the categorical product, A V-algebra is a complete partial order 
with a least element (JJ equipped with one constant and one binary operation which is 
continuous and sends the pair (I, 1) to 1. 
All categories dealt with in this paper have a natural partial ordering on the Horn-sets, 
denoted by <. The composition of morphisms preserves the ordering of the Horn-sets: 
f < f’ and g < g’ => fog < f’ og’. It follows that if two sets (f& and (g&, of 
parallel arrows: A + B, are such thatJJiE,fi ,< nIiE,gi then fi <g, for every i EI. The 
converse of the proposition is not true in every ordered category. In a category where 
&, ft < J&,gi is equivalent to ‘d i E I, fi < gi , we shall say that the products pre- 
serve the ordering. 
THEOREM 2. The products in B preserve the ordering. 
Proof. By Theorem 1 the products in CPos (CPos*) are as they are in Pos (Pas*), the 
property is obvious in Pos (Pas*) and Ef < Eg iff f < g. 1 
In an order-enriched category it is natural to pay special attention to those monos 
(abbreviation for monomorphism) which are order-monos. 
DEFINITION 1. A morphism m: A - B is a strict mono if for any x, y: C - A, 
mox<may=+x<y. 
A strict mono is obviously a mono. 
Banaschewski and Burns [4] noted the importance of those special monos which are 
subspace injections and remark that when dealing with partial orders the strict monos 
are much more interesting than the dual strict epis. They attribute to Grothendieck [16] 
the idea of studying special classes of morphisms, and write that the special epis are 
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central to algebraic geometry. The following theorem will show that many monos are 
indeed strict monos. Following [20] a morphism m is said to be a regular mono iff it is 
the equalizer of some pair and a morphism is said to be an extremal mono iff it is a mono 
and such that any factorization m = f 0 e, where e is an epi, is such that e is an iso. 
THEOREM 3. If m: A -+ B is an extremal mono of B then it is a strict mono. 
Proof. By 34.7 of [20] and Th eorem 1 the class JZ of all extremal monomorphisms 
of B is the smallest class of monomorphisms that contains all the regular monomorphisms 
and is closed under composition and the formation of intersections. One may easily 
check that all equalizers are strict monos (equalizers in CPos (CPos*) are like in Pas (Pas*)) 
and that strict monos are closed under composition and the formation of intersections. 1 
In Pas (Pas*) one may see that a strict mono is the equalizer of its pushout pair and 
therefore the three classes of regular monos, extremal monos and strict monos coincide. 
In w-CPos and d-CPos an example of Meseguer shows that the class of regular monos is a 
strict subclass of that of strict monos (this result corrects an earlier mistake made in- 
dependently by the author and Meseguer). It seems, on the other hand, that the class of 
extremal monos is coextensive with that of strict monos in W-CPos and d-CPos.+ For 
other notions of completeness and continuity, though, not all strict monos are extremal. 
THEOREM 4. B is an (epi, extremal mono) category and is (epi, strict mono) factorizable. 
Proof. By Theorem 1 and Theorem 34.5 of [20] for the first assertion. The second 
assertion then follows from Theorem 3. 1 
It is also clear that B is an (extremal epi, mono) category but this fact does not seem to 
be useful. One should note that the results we have proved hold not only in Pos and Pas* 
(where they are trivial) but also in CPos and CPos*. Theorem 4 was independently 
discovered by Meseguer and is stated in [29]. He has also shown (personal communication) 
that in CPos not all extremal epis are regular. It is easy to see that in all categories con- 
sidered all epis are strict epis, (i.e., x 0 m < y 0 m 3 x < v). 
DEFINITION 2. If f: A -+ B is a morphism of B and R is a binary relation on A. f 
respects R if aRa’ .+ f(u) < f(a’). 
EXAMPLE. If f: A ---f B is a morphism of B it respects the ordering relation on A 
(because it is monotone). 
4. ALGEBRAIC COMPLETION 
The relation between Pos and CPos (resp. Pas* and CPos*) will now be made clear. 
THEOREM 5. The embedding functor E: CPos + Pos (resp. CPos” + Pas*) has a left 
udjoint. 
’ A. Pasztor and the author have recently disproved this conjecture. 
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Proof. By the special adjoint functor theorem (28.11 of [20]) and Theorem 1. 1 
The left adjoint of E will be denoted by C: Pas -+ CPos (resp. Pas* -+ CPos*). It is 
the algebraic closure functor. A concrete construction of C was first given, for the case of 
directed completeness and continuity, in [26, 311. If A is a partially ordered set its com- 
pletion consists of all downward-closed (x < y and y E B implies x E B) directed subsets 
of A with the inclusion ordering. For w-completeness and continuity the concrete con- 
struction may be found in [6]; it is more involved than the previous one. In [35] the 
above theorem is proved by a concrete and relatively general construction; a comparison 
between the lengths of the two proofs pleads in favor of universal characterizations. The 
completion functor may be used to “complete” algebras (an algebra is a morphism and C 
is a functor). In [21] the completion of an algebra is described in many special cases which 
are all included in the treatment given here. It is indeed striking that all those special 
concrete constructions may be bypassed by a trivial application of an adjoint functor 
theorem. The sequel of this paper will demonstrate that the internal structure of the 
algebraic closure of a partial order is of no importance; the existence of a left adjoint 
for E is all that matters. 
To make perfectly clear the connection with previous work, just note that if A is an 
object in Pos, CA is the algebraic completion of A (the algebraic complete partial order 
with base A), and if f: A + B is a morphism in Pos, Cf: CA + CB is the unique con- 
tinuous extension off. The adjunction provides, for each object A in Pos, a monotone 
(not continuous) function iA: A ---f ECA, the injection of the basis, and those injections 
together define a natural transformation i: lpos -+ EC, such that for every A in Pos and 
monotone function f: A - EB (for B in CPos) there is a unique3: CA --f B (in CPos, 
a continuous function) such that f = E3 0 iA . The adjunction (i, j) C ---I E: CPos ---f Pos 
is what is needed to lift properties of Pos to algebraic complete partial orders (an object 
of CPos is algebraic iff it is the completion of some object of Pos). Clearly all what has 
been said here about Pos and CPos holds for Pas* and CPos*. 
The proof of the existence of a completion functor was obtained very cheaply. The 
few following theorems show that one may easily obtain more information about the 
completion operation. If Theorem 5 had been proved by an explicit construction they 
would have been more or less obvious from the construction. What has to be noted here 
is the unusual style of the proof and the generality of the results: they hold for all reason- 
able notions of completeness and continuity. The theorems to be proved will be used in 
Section 10 to answer a question of Scott [30]. Th e reader who wants to go straight to 
the heart of this paper may skip to the next section. 
THEOREM 6. CPos is (strict mono) rejective in Pos. 
Proof. It should be proved that for each object B in Pos, the map &: B --) ECB is a 
strict mono. Let x, y: X -+ B be a pair of morphisms such that iB 0 x < is 0 y and x $ y. 
Let 2 be the chain of two elements. There is a morphism z: B ---f 2 such that z 0 x < z 0 y. 
This expresses that 2 is an order co-separator in Pos and is left to the reader. But 2 is an 
object of CPos and z is a morphism B -+ E2. There is a unique 2: CB -+ 2 in CPOS such 
that z = ET0 iB . But then z 0 x < z 0 y, a contradiction. # 
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It will be assumed, only for notation’s sake, that, for the rest of this section, we arc 
dealing with the special case of directed-completeness and directed-continuity, but the 
reader will see clearly that similar results hold for other notions of completeness and 
continuity: one should just replace the word ‘directed” by the appropriate one. 
THEOREM 7. Let b, be an element of an object B of Pos and let D be a directed subset of 
A = CB. If D has least upper bound Ll D and if Ll D > i8(b0), then there is a d E D such 
that d 3 iB(bO). In other words, &(b,,) is compact, $nite or isolated. 
Proof. Let z: B --f 2 be defined by: 
z(b) = I if b > b, 
=T if b>bb,; 
The function z is obviously monotone and there is a unique Z: CB -+ 2 of CPos such 
that z = z o iB . Now Z( U D) 3 (Z o Q(b,,) = z(b,) = T. Surely then UdcD Z(d) =- 
%( Ll D) = T (5 is in CPos and therefore preserves least upper bounds of directed sets). 
Then there is a d E D such that H(d) = T. If we had d > i(b,) there would be a mor- 
phism of CPos 01: CB -+ 2 such that a(d) Jz (a o &)(b,,) and a(d) = i, (a o iB)(bO) =: -. 
Necessarily then we would have OT 0 in > z and ol 2 .%. A contradiction. fi 
THEOREM 8. Let A = CB be an object of CPos and a,, an isolated element of A; then 
n ~~ i,(b,) for some b, E B. 0 
Proof. Let A’ be obtained from A by introducing in .4 a new element ai such that, 
for a #: a, , u; < a iff a, < a, and a < uh iff a < a, . A’ is an object of CPos because a0 
is isolated. Let j,: A + A’ and ja: A + A’ be the two injections (ji(a,) = a, ,jz(u,) =-: aA). 
The property of ie implies that ji 0 iB # jz 0 iB, and then there is a b, E B such that n,, =~. 
idbd. I 
THEOREM 9. Let S be a$nite subset of an object B of Pos, then S has an upper bound 
in B iff Zg(S) has an upper bound in CB. 
Proof. If S has an upper bound b then &(b) is an upper bound for iB(S). 
Consider now ol: CB + 2 defined by: 
a(a) = I if a is not an upper bound for ie(S) 
=T if a is an upper bound for iB(S). 
By Theorem 7 and the fact that S is finite, 01 is a morphism of CPos. If S has no upper 
bound in B, then Ear 0 in(b) = 1 for any b E B. But there is a unique morphism x of 
CPos such that (Ex 0 Q(b) = 1 for any b E B, ~(a) .= 1 for any a E CB, and in(S) does 
not have any upper bound in CB. g 
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5. SEMI-VARIETIES OF T-ALGEBRAS 
It will be shown that T-&g has some nice properties of factorization and smallness 
under a mild hypothesis on T. Then the free algebra over an object of variables will be 
defined and it will be shown that a binary relation on the co-domain of the free algebra 
defines a class of T-algebras. The notion of a semi-variety of T-algebras will be introduced 
and it will be proved that the class of T-algebras defined by a binary relation as above is a 
semi-variety. It will be shown in Section 6 that all semi-varieties have an initial object. 
Let T: B ---f B be a functor. 
THEOREM 10. T-a& is complete and well powered. The forgetful functor U: T-alg ---f B 
preserves limits and monos; it rejects epis. 
Proof. The construction of products and equalizers in T-alg is exactly as in B. As an 
example if fi: TA, -+ Ai , i E I is a set of T-algebras, their product is nIio, (fi 0 Tp,): 
Tl&, Ai -+niG, Ai and the projections are the p,‘s. Similarly for equalizers. Then 
(23.8 of [20]) T-u& is complete and U: T-a& -+ B preserves limits (24.3 of [20]). By 
Proposition 24.5 [20], U preserves monos and clearly T-aZg is well powered. Obviously U 
reflects epis. 1 
T-alg can be considered as an ordered category if one defines f < g as equivalent to 
Uf < Ug. It then follows from Theorem 10 that T-aZg has products which preserve the 
ordering. To study the factorization properties of T-alg the following definitions are 
needed. 
DEFINITION 3. A morphism f of T-uZg is a special epi iff Uf is epi (in B). 
The fact the U reflects epis implies that special epis are epis. Clearly special epis are 
closed under composition. Every iso is a special epi. 
DEFINITION 4. A morphism f of T-aZg is a special mono iff Uf is an extremal mono. 
If f is a special mono and g and h are two parallel morphisms such that f o h < fog 
then h < g, because an extremal mono is strict by Theorem 3. In particular a special 
mono is a mono. Special monos are closed under composition and every iso is a special 
mono. It will now be shown that T-uZg is a (special epi, special mono) category, under 
the hypothesis that T preserves epis. This condition is a mild one: all interesting functors 
(in this context) and certainly all “polynomial” functors introduced in Section 3, which 
correspond to classical universal algebra, preserve epis. After the redaction of the first 
draft of this work, there appeared a paper by Adamek [l], who found it necessary to 
make the same assumption to prove some results in the same framework as ours. Adamek’s 
results seem unrelated to the ones presented here, though. 
THEOREM 11. If T: B --) B preserves epis then T-alg is a (special epi, special mono) 
category. 
Proof. By Theorem 33.3 of [20] ‘t I is enough to show that T-alg is (special epi, special 
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mono) factorizable and that it has the (special epi, special mono) diagonalization property. 
Leta:f-->f be a morphism of T-alg. 
[iol is a morphism of B, therefore, by Theorem 4, D’o: =-- 1)~ c c for e: A -+ X an epi and m: 
X --+ B an extremal mono. 
m 
B c------- TB 1 TX 
g Tm 
But Te is epi, m is an extremal mono and B has the (epi, extremal mono) diagonalization 
property; therefore there is an h: TX + X to make the diagram commute. Then e is a 
special epi (in T-a&y): f - h and m is a special mono (in T-&g): h - g. We have shown 
that T-alg is (special epi, special mono) factorizable. For the second part of the proof, 
suppose we have the following commuting diagram: 
f 
1 A - - TA 
/- \ 
h 
C - TC 
R _ 8 TR 
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with e an epi and m an extremal mono. We extract: 
By the (epi, extremal mono) diagonalization property of B, there is ap: B --f C to make 
the diagram commute. We now only have to show that the following commutes: 
Is 
B - TB 
P 
I 1 TP 
C 
T 
TC 
Because Te is an epi, it is enough to show that p 0 g 0 Te = h 0 Tp 0 Te. But p 0 g 0 Te = 
poeof=nof=hoTn=hoT(poe)=hoTpoTe. 1 
For Theorem 11 to be most useful one also needs a smallness condition. 
THEOREM 12. T-alg is specially-co-well powered (i.e., for any object f of T-a& there 
exists a representative class of special quotient objects which is a set). 
Proof. Letf: TA -+ A. Since B is co-well powered (Theorem 1) there is a represen- 
tative class of subobjects of A which is a set: Q. Let S = {g J g: Tq -+ q, q E Q}. Clearly S 
is a set. The set V = {e j e: f -+g, g E S, e a special epi} is a representative class as claimed. 
One should note that it is not claimed that T-alg is co-well powered. 
To interpret inequations involving variables one must set apart an object of B to be 
designated as the variables. Typically this object could be an infinite set with the trivial 
ordering or a flat infinite c.p.0. For the rest of this paper this object of B will be denoted X. 
Under suitable hypotheses (for example, that T preserves w-co-limits) it can be shown 
that there exists a free T-algebra over X. This consists of a T-algebra: TA, --, A, 
and an arrow iT: X --f A, (the injection of generators) such that, for every s: TB - B 
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and every j: X 
commutes. 
j 
-+ B there is a unique k: A, + B such that the following diagram 
AT 
i 
‘k I 
I 
B 
t 
4 
S 
TA T 
I 
I 
I Tk 
1 
TB 
The free T-algebra over X can be constructed as the initial T-algebra for T’ = K, + T, 
where Kx is the functor which is constantly X (see [22] for a proof and a detailed ex- 
planation). 
From now on it will be assumed that all the functors T: B --f B considered preserve 
epis and are such that there is a free algebra over the object of variables X. This free 
algebra and the injection of generators will be denoted, as above, by t: TA, + A, and i, , 
respectively. All polynomial functors verify the two properties above. 
In the case where T is a polynomial functor corresponding to a “type” of classical 
universal algebras it is easy to see that to each term with variables can be attached an 
element of A,. If the base category is CPos or CPos*, though, not all elements of AT 
correspond to finite terms: some correspond to least upper bounds of ascending sequences 
of finite terms and could be looked at as infinite terms. Looking back at Example 2 one 
would like to be able to define those V-algebras for which the binary operation is associative 
and the constant is an identity, in short, the continuous semi-groups. The way to do 
that is to consider that equations (or inequations) between terms define a binary relation 
on A, and to see that any such relation defines a class of T-algebras. 
DEFINITION 5. Let R be a binary relation on A,; a T-algebra f : TB --f B is said to 
satisfy R iff for any arrow j: X + B the corresponding arrow k: A, -+ B respects R. 
DEFINITION 6. The full subcategory of T-a& on the T-algebras which satisfy R is 
said to be the category of algebras defined by R. 
DEFINITION 7. A full subcategory of T-alg is said to be a semi-variety iff it is closed 
under products and special subobjects. 
This notion is the natural generalization of that of a class of classical universal algebras 
closed under products and subalgebras. One may be surprised by the fact that the useful 
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notion is not that of a variety of algebras closed under products, special subobjects and 
special quotients. As will be seen next the category of algebras defined by a relation R is 
always a semi-variety but does not seem to be always closed under special quotients 
(though a counter-example escapes the author).* On the other hand, it will be shown in 
Section 6 that any semi-variety has an initial object. 
THEOREM 13. The category of algebras defined by a relation R is a semi-variety. 
Proof. That the category of algebras defined by a relation R is closed under products 
follows from the fact that U preserves products (Theorem 10) and the fact that in B the 
product of arrows which respect R also respects R. The closure under special subobjects 
follows from standard arrow-chasing and the fact that if f = m 0 g in B with m a strict 
mono and if f respects R then g respects R. a 
In particular the class of continuous semi-groups defined above is a semi-variety. 
6. FAMILIES OF REPRESENTATIONS 
For this section let V be an order-enriched category. The reader may think of V as 
being B or T-alg. 
DEFINITION 8. Let A be an object of %?. A representation (of A) is an arrow of domain A. 
A representation is a generalization of what Courcelle and Nivat called an interpreta- 
tion. The word representation seems already better established though (think of represen- 
tations of groups, for example). 
DEFINITION 9. Let I be a family of representations (of an object A). A representation 
.f: A -+ B is I-universal iff for every g E I there exists a unique g such that g = g 0 $ 
DEFINITION 10. Let I be a family of representations (of an object A). A representation 
h: A + B is I-Herbrand iff for any pair x, y: Y --t A of arrows, h o JC < h 0 y <* V g E I 
gox ,cgoy. 
Note that I is a family which is not necessarily a set and that the I-universal or I- 
Herbrand representations are not necessarily in the family I. The notions defined above 
first appeared in Courcelle and Nivat [lo]. 
THEOREM 14. If f and f’ are I-universal representations and are in the family I then 
there is an isomorphism i such that f = i 0 f ‘. 
Proof. Obvious. 1 
*A. Pasztor has found such a counter-example. 
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THEOREM 15. 1ff is an I-universal representation and is in the family I then f is I- 
Herbrand. 
Proof. Obvious. # 
Let E be a class of epis of %Z and M a class of strict monos (m E M z (m 0 x < m 0 J! -1 
x G Y))* 
THEOREM 16. If %? is E-co-well-powered, has products which preserve the ordering and 
is (E, M) factorizable then for any family I of representations there exists an I-universal, 
I-Herbrand representation in E. 
Proof. Let I’ be the family of all arrows e E E for which there exists an arrow m E M 
such that m o e E I. Since %? is E-co-well powered I’ has a representative class which is a set, 
say I”. Let (g)BEI,, be the product of the set I”. Let (gj,,,r = m 0 e be an (E, n/r) factoriza- 
tion. It will be shown that e is I-universal and I-Herbrand. Let p, be the projection such 
that g = p, 0 < f )fe,,, . Let r be in I. There is an h E E in I” and a strict mono n (not 
necessarily in M) such that Y = n o h. Therefore Y = n 0 p, 0 m 0 e and n 0 p, 0 m is the ti 
announced. It is unique because e is epi. On the other hand, because nz is a strict mono 
and products preserve the ordering, 
COROLLARY 1. If I is a family of representations in B there is an I-universal, I-Herbrand 
epi representation. 
Proof. Take ?? = B, E = epi and M = strict monos. 1 
COROLLARY 2. If I is a family of representations in T-alg there is an I-universal, I- 
Herbrand representation which is a special epi. 
Proof. Take % = T-alg, E = special epis and M == special monos. 1 
COROLLARY 3. If I is a family of representations in a semi-variety of algebras then there 
is an I-universal, I-Herbrand representation in the semi-variety which is a special epi. 
Proof. Obvious. 1 
The representation e constructed above will be called the canonical I-universal, I- 
Herbrand representation. One word of explanation is due on the terminology which has 
been taken from [lo] where a restricted case was considered. The property of being I- 
universal corresponds to the property of being a quotient except that it is not required 
that the I-universal representation be part of the family I. If one defines the theory of a 
family of representations by the set of formulas x < y for X, y parallel morphisms of 
codomain A such that g 0 x < g 0 y for every g E I then an I-Herbrand representation 
defines a family of one representation whose theory is the theory of 1. 
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One would like the I-universal, I-Herbrand representation in E to be unique up to 
isomorphism; this is unfortunately not always the case as exemplified by the following 
example in CPos. 
Let A be the set {a,, , 6, , a, ,& ,..., a, , b ,, ,...I ordered by the trivial ordering (X < x). 
Let I be the family of all representations g (in CPos, relative of A) for which Vi E N: 
g(aJ < g(a,+J and g(b,) < g(bi+J and also Lli h(uJ = Lli Iz(bJ. One may check that both 
X and Y described below equipped with the epis suggested by the names given to the 
elements are I-universal and I-Herbrand. 
, . 
. 
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. 
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al 
. -co . 
. . 
bn 
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bl 
I 
aO 
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bO 
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In the next section it will be shown that in Pos and Pas* the I-universal, I-Herbrand 
representation is unique up to isomorphism. But for the moment a special class of families 
of representations I will be studied, for which there is an I-universal interpretation in 
the family I itself. As a consequence a quotient construction will be provided for all those 
categories which verify the hypotheses of Theorem 16. Suppose V verifies the hypotheses 
of Theorem 16. 
DEFINITION 11. A family I of representations is nice iff 
(1) It is closed under products 
(2) Ifm~eisinIformEMande~EtheneisalsoinI. 
THEOREM 17. If I is a nice family of representations then there is a unique (up-to- 
isomorphism) I-universal representation which is in I and this representation is I-Herbrand 
and in E. 
Proof. Uniqueness follows from Theorem 14. The existence follows from the con- 
struction developed in the proof of Theorem 16: the canonical I-universal, I-Herbrand 
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representation is in I. This canonical representation is in E by Theorem 16 and it is I- 
Herbrand by Theorem 15. 1 
THEOREM 18. Let A be an object of B and R a binary relation on A. There exists an 
object A/R of B and an arrow e: A -+ A/R (of B) such that: 
(I) e respects R; 
(2) for any arrow f : A -+ Y which respects R there exists a unique arrowJ: A/R -+ Y 
such that f = f 0 e. 
Moreover e is an epi. 
PYOO~. Let I be the family of all representations f: A -+ Y which respect A. Clearly 1 
is a nice family of representations. Let e be the unique I-universal representation which 
is in I whose existence is ensured by Theorem 17. Property (1) is equivalent to the fact 
that e is in I and Property (2) to the fact that it is I-universal. 1 
The quotient construction in B is then a special case of the general construction of a 
canonical I-universal, I-Herbrand representation. One may easily see, on the other hand, 
that every such construction in B is a quotient construction: take aRa’ ++ V g E I g(a) << 
g(a’). The quotient e: A + A/R is unique up to isomorphism and it is epi andI-Herbrand. 
A similar quotient construction exists in T-alg, or in any semi-variety of algebras. 
THEOREM 19. Let f: TA --f A be an object of T-alg and S a binary relation on A. There 
is an object f/S and a morphism 01: f + f/S of T-alg such that: 
(I) Uol respects S; 
(2) for any /3: f---f g such that /l respects S there exists a unique p: f/S + g such that 
13 -= /!I 0 N. 
Moreover 01 is a special epi. 
Proof. Let I be the family of all representationsg off in T-alg such that Ug respects S. 
Theorem 19 says that there is an I-universal representation 01 in I which is a special epi. 
By Theorem 17 it is enough to show that I is a nice family. That I is closed under products 
is easily seen from Theorems 10 and 13. Suppose now that g is in I and that g = m 0 e, 
where m is a special mono and a a special epi. Then Ug respects S and Ug = m 0 e where 
m is a strict mono, therefore e also respects S. l 
It shall be shown now, in a similar way, that any semi-variety V, in particular those 
defined by a relation R on the free T-algebra, has an initial object. The proposition proved 
here is much more powerful than all previously published theorems on the same subject 
because it is not assumed that the co-domain (the carrier) of the initial T-algebra is an 
algebraic completion (inductive in the terminology of [35]) or that the relation R which 
defines the variety V is restricted to “finite” (compact in the terminology of [35]) elements 
and it is not supposed to be finitely given, either. 
THEOREM 20. If V z’s a semi-variety of T-alg it has an initial object. 
571/21/i-2 
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Proof. Let t: TA + A be the initial T-algebra. Let I be the family of representations 
of t in T-alg whose co-domain is in V. It is a nice family because V is a semi-variety. By 
Theorem 17 then there is an 01: t + s in I which is I-universal. Now, s is in V because 
01 is in I. We shall show that s is initial. For any ?I in V there is a fl: t --f u in I because t 
is initial in T-alg, therefore there is a unique y such that ,6 = y 0 01 (because 01 is I-uni- 
versal). But y: s --P 21 and there is only one arrow from s to u because a! is a special epi, 
therefore an epi. 1 
If the semi-variety V is defined by a relation R on A then the initial object s of V is t/R. 
7. FAMILIES OF REPRESENTATIONS IN Pos AND Pas* 
The special case of Pos will be studied. The results also hold for Pas*. 
THEOREM 21. Let I be a family of representations in Pos. If f is epi and I-Herbrand 
then it is I-universal. 
Proof. Let g E I. We must show that there is a unique g such that g = g 0 f. Uni- 
queness follows from the fact that f is epi. Let us show the existence of g. Let us define 
g(b) by g(b) = g(a) if b = f(a). 
A 
f 
.\ 
g 
B X 
We just have to verify that the definition is correct and that g is monotone. If f is an epi 
it is onto (we are in Pos) therefore there is an a such that b = f(a). Suppose b = f(a) = 
f(a’) then g(a) = g(a’) b ecause g E I and f is I-Herbrand. Suppose b < b’, then b = 
f(a) < b’ = f(a’) implies g(a) < g(a’) because g is in I and f is I-Herbrand. g 
THEOREM 22. Let e: A + B be an epi in Pos. Let R, be dejned on A by aR,a’ z$f 
e(a) < e(a’), then e is the canonical epi: A + A/R, . 
Proof. Let I be the family of all representations which respect R, . Clearly e is I- 
Herbrand, and by Theorem 21, I-universal. 
THEOREM 23. Let I be a family of representations in Pos. There is a unique (up-to- 
isomorphism) I-universal, I-Herbrand epi representation. 
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Proof. From Corollary 1, Theorem 22 and the uniqueness (up-to-isomorphism of 
quotients. 1 
The preceding theorem says something to the effect that the concept of an I-universal, 
I-Herbrand epi interpretation is well behaved in Pos. Its interest will become apparent 
in the next section where it will be shown that many families of interpretations in CPos 
may be studied as in Pos. 
Some information will be gathered now on categories of algebras over Pos (resp. Pas*) 
and one-half of the analogue of Birkhoff’s variety theorem (the easy half) will be proved. 
The question of whether the second half of a Birkhoff-type theorem holds is outside the 
scope of this paper. For classical universal algebras such a result is proved in [6]. 
I,et 7’: Pas --f Pos (resp. PO? - Pas*) be a functor which preserves epis and such 
that f: TA -+ R is the free T-algebra; let R be a binary relation on -4. 
'I‘HEOREM 24. If the object X of variables has a trivial ordering (resp. isjat) the category 
of algebras defined b;\j a relation R is closed under products, special subobjects and special 
quotients. 
Proof. The first two properties are proved in Theorem 13. Suppose s: 7’12 -+ R is in 
the class defined by R and that oi: s - u is a special epi. 
U 
Then C’O~ is an epi in Pos, therefore it is onto. Let j: X ---f C be an arbitrary arrow from 
the object of variables. There is an arrow i: X - B such that Ucr o i == J’ (i(x) -:- b if 
(Zi‘n)(b) = j(x)) because Ua is onto (that i preserves the ordering on X follows from the 
hypothesis about X). The unique /3: A, ---f B such that i :== /3 0 iT and p 0 f : s 0 7’/3 
respects R (s is in the class defined by R), therefore ol o /3 respects R which ends the proof 
(the j we started from was arbitrary). 1 
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DEFINITION 12. A full subcategory of T-alg is said to be a variety iff it is closed under 
products, special subobjects and special quotients. 
Theorem 24 may now be rephrased. 
COROLLARY 4. If the object of variables in Pos (in Pas*) has a trivial ordering (is put) 
then the category of T-algebras defined by a relation R is a variety. 
8. ALGEBRAIC FAMILIES OF REPRESENTATIONS 
The previous section made clear that families of representations over Pos (Pas*) have 
some nicer properties than those over CPos (CPos*). It will be shown now that, in certain 
cases, families of representations in CPos (CPos*) behave like their counterparts in Pos 
(Pas”). 
First the case of quotients (defined in Theorem 18) will be studied. The next theorem 
will show that, roughly speaking, algebraic completion commutes with taking quotients. 
THEOREM 25. Let A be an object in Pos and R a binary relation on A. Let S be the 
binary relation defined on CA = B by bSb’ o there exists a, a’ E A such that aRa’, b = 
i,(a) and b’ = &(a). Then, if e: A -+ AIR is the canonical morphism (in Pos) then Ce is the 
canonical morphism (in CPos): B -+ B/S. 
The same holds, mutatis mutandis, for Pas* and CPos*. 
Proof. Let us prove that Ce respects S. Suppose bSb’. Then there exist a, a’ E B such 
that b = i,(a), 6’ = &(a’) and aRa’. Certainly e(a) ,< e(u). Therefore (Cc)(b) = (Ce) &(a) 
= (Ce 0 &)(a) = (iBIR 0 e)(a) = b&(4) ,< ielR(e(a’)) = (Ce)(b’). We have shown 
that Ce respects S. Suppose now that f : B --f X respects S. The uniqueness ofJ B/S---f X 
such that f = Jo Ce follows from the fact that Ce is an epi (left adjoints preserve epis). 
The existence off will be shown now. The morphism jx: CEX -+ X is universal from C 
to X (j is the co-unit of the adjunction). There is then a g: B -+ EX (in Pos) such 
that f = fx 0 Cg. We shall show that g respects R. Suppose that aRa’. Then is(a) S&(a’) 3 
(Ef 0 &)(a) ,< (Ef 0 &)(a’) * (EjX 0 EC(g) 0 &)(a) < (EjX 0 EC(g) 0 &)(a’) 5 (Ej, 0 iEx 0 g)(a) 
< (EjX 0 iEx 0 g)(a’) =- g(a) < g(a’) because EjX 0 z LX = lEx by Definition 27.1 of [20]. 
We have shown that g respects R; then there exists a g: AIR + EX such that g = g 0 e. 
Let f = jr 0 Cg. 
The above theorem serves the same purposes as Theorem 3 of [IO]. The proposition 
that the completion of the I-universal, I-Herbrand epi representation of a family I of 
representations in Pos is an I-universal, I-Herbrand epi representation for the family 
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C(I) = {C(g) I g E I> d oes not hold. To see that one may look at the following example. 
Let B = {a, , 6, ,..., ai , bi ,... } ordered by Vi E N ai < ai+i and b, < b,+r and the family 
of representations I defined by f~ I iff Vi E N 3j E N such that f(uJ < f(&). The I- 
universal, I-Herbrand epi representation is the identity (on B). Nevertheless CB consists 
of B with two l.u.b.‘s added a, and b, , and the identity on CB is not C(I)-Herbrand 
because for any f E I, C( f )(a,) < C( f )(b,) but a, < b, . 
DEFINITION 13. A family I’ of representation in CPos is algebraic iff: 
(1) It is a nice family. 
(2) There is a family I of representations in Pos such that I’ = C(I). 
THEOREM 26. Let I’ = C(I) be an algebraic family of representations and let e be the 
I-universal representation which is in I; then C(e) is the I’-universal representation which 
is in I’. 
Proof. By Theorem 17 e is epi and therefore Ce is epi (C is a left-adjoint and for that 
reason preserves colimits and therefore preserves epis). Clearly Ce is in I’. Now let f’ =y Cf 
be in I’. Since f E I there exists a g such that f = g 0 e and f’ = Cf = Cg 0 Ce. If we let 
g’ =-L Cgthenf’ = g’ 0 Ce. Such ag’ is unique because Ce is epi. Ce is then an II-universal 
representation which is in I’ and by Theorem 14 there is a unique such representation 
(up-to-isomorphism). g 
9. PAIRS OF CONJUGATE FUNCTORS 
In the previous section it was shown that sometimes constructions in CPos are just 
completions of corresponding constructions in Pos. Our purpose now is to show that 
sometimes constructions on categories of algebras over CPos are just completions of 
corresponding constructions on categories of algebras over Pos. This had been noted both 
in [6] and in [22]. 0 ne of the consequences of the next theorem will be that the initial 
continuous algebra of a given similarity type is the algebraic completion of the initial 
ordered algebra of the same type. 
First the notion of a pair of conjugate functors must be introduced to generalize the 
idea of “the same similarity type. ” As a reminder we denote by (i, j) C + E: CPos4 Pos 
the adjunction described in Section 4. 
DEFINITION 14. If T’: Pos -+ Pos and T: CPos --+ CPos, the two functors T and T’ 
are said to be conjugate iff T’E = ET, TC = CT’ and T’ * i = i ;k T’ and T + j = j * T 
(where * denotes the horizontal composition of natural transformations and T and T’ 
ambiguously denote identity natural transformations). 
One may easily check that corresponding polynomial functors in Pos and CPos are 
conjugate. 
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THEOREM 27. Let T’: Pos --t Pos and T: CPos + CPos be conjugate functors. If the 
free T’-algebra over X is given by t’: T’A -+ A and k: X -+ A then the free T-algebra over 
CX is given by Ct’ and CR. 
Proof. First Ck: CX + CA and Ct’: CT’A = TCA ---f CA. Uniqueness will be 
shown first. Let s: TB --j B and m: CX + B and assume that ~1: CA + B is such that 
a 0 CR = m and 010 Ct’ = s 0 Tot. 
ck , 
cx TCA 
1 TCI 
B S + TB 
To show that there is at most one such o(, we shall prove that Eel 0 iA is the unique arrow 
/3 such that: 
Pok = Emoi, and /T 0 t’ = Es o T’/l. 
k t’ 
X A 
T'A 
+ 
Es 
t ETB = T’EB 
But Em 0 ix = Eel 0 ECk 0 ix = Eti 0 ia 0 k. Also Es 0 T’(Ea 0 i,J = Es 0 T’Eol o T’iA = 
Es o ETor o iTtA = E(s o Tel) o iT*A = Eel o ECt’ o &IA = Eel o iA o t’. 
To prove existence one just notes that there is a ,6 such that B 0 k = Em 0 ix and p 0 t’ = 
Es 0 T;B and there is an o! such that Eel 0 iA = ,R g 
Note that if the object of variables X has a trivial ordering or is flat (as was assumed in 
Section 7) then X = ECX. 
The next theorems show that if T’ and T are conjugate functors (which preserve epis) 
the initial T-algebra in the semi-variety of algebras which verify a set of inequations I 
is the algebraic completion of the initial T’-algebra in the semi-variety of algebras (over 
Pos) which satisfy the same set of inequations. 
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We introduce the following notations for the rest of this section. 
The functors T’: Pos -+ Pos and T: CPos + CPos are conjugate. The free T’-algebra 
over X is defined by t’: T’A + A and k: X -+ A and R is a binary relation on A. The 
binary relation S on B = CA is defined by bSb’ e there exist a, a’ E A such that aRa’, 
h = iA and b’ = ia ( w h ere CA and ECA are abusively identified). 
THEOREM 28. Ifs is a T-algebra (over CPos) it is in the semi-variety defined by S iff 81s 
i? in the semi-variety defined by R. 
Proof. By Theorem 27 Ct’ is the free T-algebra over CX. Then s: TY ---f Y is in 
the semi-variety defined by S, iff for every f: CX -+ Y the unique /3 such that /3 0 Ck = .f 
and /3 0 Ct’ -= s 0 T/3 respects S, iff E/3 0 iA respects R, iff for every f ‘: X + EY the 
unique a such that 01 o k = f’ and 010 t’ = Es 0 T’ac respects R, iff Es is in the semi- 
variety defined by R. 1 
THEOREM 29. If r’ is the initial object of the semi-variety de$ned by R then Cr’ is the 
initial object of the semi-variety de$ned by S. 
Proof. Let s: TY + Y be an algebra of the semi-variety defined by S. Then by 
Theorem 28 Es is in the semi-variety defined by R. Let /3 be the unique arrow /3: Y’ + Es. 
Clearly jr c Cp is the unique arrow: Cr’ + s. 1 
10. EFFECTIVELY GIVEN INITIAL ALGEBRAS 
Restricting what we have just seen to classical universal algebra one gets: the initial 
continuous algebra of a variety is the algebraic completion of the initial ordered algebra 
of the corresponding variety. For example, the initial continuous monoid (over CPos” 
say) is the algebraic completion of the initial ordered monoid (over Pas*). This result was 
implicit in [6]. 
Scott [30] asked: When is the initial continuous algebra of a given variety effectively 
given ? The question may be given an answer by considering the initial ordered algebra 
of the corresponding variety, which is generally quite simple to study because it is the 
quotient of an algebra which contains only finite terms (we have seen that quotients taken 
over Pos have nice properties) and lifting the decidability properties that it could enjoy 
to its algebraic completion by using Theorems 6, 7, 8 and 9. If the carrier of the initial 
ordered algebra F is effectively enumerable and if the ordering on it is decidable (semi- 
decidable) then Theorem 6 ensures that the carrier of the initial continuous algebra D 
has a basis which is effectively enumerable and for which the ordering is decidable (semi- 
decidable). Theorem 8 ensures that if the compatibility predicate is semi-decidable (resp. 
decidable) on F then it is semi-decidable (resp. decidable) on D. Theorem 29 also ensures 
that the operations on D are the extensions of those on F and if the latter are effective 
so are the former. 
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